专升本英语（二）复习题库（一）
I.

Vocabulary and Structure

Directions: There are 35 incomplete sentences in this part. For each one there are four
choices marked A. , B. , C. , and D. Choose the word or phrase that best completes the
meaning of the sentence. Then mark the corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet.
1. When we reached the office, the clock on the wall was ________ eight.
A. beating
B. hitting
C. striking
D. ringing
2. The doctor took my temperature and ________ to my heart.
A. listens
B. will listen
C. has listened
D. listened
3. A group of ________will come to our school tomorrow.
A. Germany
B. Germans
C. German
D. Japaneses
4. ________ what she meant.
A. Only then I understood
B. Only then I did understand
C. Only then did I understand
D. Only then did I understood
5. The baby often ________ in the middle of the night.
A. wakes up
B. brings up
C. gets up
D. picks up
6. ________is Christmas day.
A. Twenty-five of December
B. Twenty-fifth of December
C. The twenty-five of December
D. The twenty-fifth of December
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7. The song ________ by children.
A. is often sung
B. was often sung
C. sings
D. has often sung
8. They may
A. borrow
B. lend
C. keep
D. have

the books for about two weeks.

9. Will you have________ cup of tea?
A. the other
B. other
C. an other
D. another
10. Half of the money ________ your brother.
A. belong to
B. belong
C. belongs to
D. belongs
11. ________ and tell them to hurry up.
A. Ring them up
B. Put them on
C. Turn them down
D. Shout at them
12. Li Ping’s father told him never to ________the study of English.
A. give out
B. give up
C. give in
D. give back
13. Be quiet! They ________ a meeting in the next room.
A. are having
B. have
C. were having
D. will had
14. The workers were busy ________ new houses throughout the winter.
A. build
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B. to build
C. building
D. built
15. Tom isn’t an honest student. You can’t ________ him for help.
A. rely on
B. ask for
C. go on with
D. talk about
16. The lady looks pale. She ________ ill.
A. can be
B. must be
C. should be
D. has to be
17. “Tom has lunch at 12 o’clock.” “________.”
A. So do I
B. So have I
C. I have so
D. I do so
18. John turned round and looked at him in ________ surprise.
A. an
B. /
C. the
D. a
19. “What will you ________ at six this evening?” “I’ll probably be having supper.”
A. do
B. doing
C. have
D. be doing
20. The college got some money by selling one of its ________ old pictures.
A. useful
B. helpful
C. usual
D. valuable
21. Police officers working on the murder have ________ hundreds of families.
A. asked
B. researched
C. questioned
D. demanded
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22. When she came home she sensed something ________. Had someone got in?
A. terrible
B. unusual
C. uncomfortable
D. bad
23. As time ________, his theory proved to be correct.
A. passes on
B. went by
C. went on
D. lasted
24. Early in the morning we ________ on our journey.
A. set off
B. begin off
C. start off
D. get off
25. Joan is ________ sister.
A. Mary and Jack
B. Mary’s and Jack’s
C. Mary’s and Jack
D. Mary and Jack’s
26. Mr. Baker, a dozen students want to see you. ________ they wait here or outside?
A. Should
B. Will
C. Shall
D. Are
27. Something terrible ________ to him the other day.
A. took place
B. happened
C. appeared
D. seemed
28. The rich man ________ his poor neighbors.
A. looked down to
B. saw down to
C. looked down upon
D. saw down on
29. ________a good thing that they didn’t come to the meeting.
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A. That’s
B. It’s
C. There’s
D. That is
30. I’m ________ a lot of experience in my job.
A. accepting
B. gaining
C. receiving
D. winning
31. The president wanted to know who would
A. see to
B. change
C. in change of
D. take care
32. We tried to
A. make for
B. make of
C. make out
D. make from

the matter in the company.

what he meant.

33. Our country is getting________.
A. strong and strong
B. more and more strong
C. stronger and stronger
D. more strong and more strong
34. Many people enjoy ________ their friends at Christmas time.
A. calling on
B. calling at
C. dropping in
D. calling for
35. He was so poor that he had ________than one hundred dollars.
A. no less
B. not less
C. more
D. no more
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专升本英语（二）复习题库（一）参考答案
1-5. CDBCA
21-25. CBBAD

6-10. DACDC
11-15. ABACA
16-20. BABDD
26-30. CBCBB
31-35. ACCAD
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专升本英语（二）复习题库（二）
I.

Vocabulary and Structure

Directions: There are 35 incomplete sentences in this part. For each one there are four
choices marked A. , B. , C. , and D. Choose the word or phrase that best completes the
meaning of the sentence. Then mark the corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet.

1. The film ________ about two hours.
A. keeps
B. lasts
C. goes
D. gets
2. He wanted to see the film very much, ________he couldn’t get a ticket.
A. but
B. and
C. or
D. so
3. His cold was growing ________
A. harder
B. worse
C. heavier
D. seriously
4. The boy has to look after himself, because his parents ________ abroad.
A. are both
B. both are
C. are all
D. all are
5. He raised the question of ________ they should show their passes.
A. what
B. if
C. whether
D. that
6. Tom isn’t an honest student. You can’t ________ him for help.
A. rely on
B. ask for
C. go on with
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D. talk about
7. It seems that the hat fits you very well. Please ________.
A. try it on
B. try on it
C. put it on
D. put on it
8. “Must we start the experiment now?” “No, you________.”
A. won’t
B. needn’t
C. can’t
D. may not
9. The girl________ an English song in the next room is Tom’s sister.
A. who is singing
B. is singing
C. sang
D. was singing
10. ________ what she meant.
A. Only then I understood
B. Only then I did understand
C. Only then did I understand
D. Only then did I understood
11. The parents have to ________ their children’s education.
A. spend
B. cost
C. pick up
D. pay for
12. You don’t look ________ ; you’d better see a doctor.
A. mice
B. well
C. kind
D. good
13. ________ and tell them to hurry up.
A. Ring them up
B. Put them on
C. Turn them down
D. Shout at them
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14. Li Ping’s father told him never to ________ the study of English.
A. give out
B. give up
C. give in
D. give back
15. It is five days ________ we came here.
A. when
B. before
C. as
D. since
16. As soon as he got off the plane, he ________ to work.
A. gave out
B. set out
C. looked out
D. took out
17. These oil paintings are ________ found now, so they are of great value.
A. rarely
B. sometimes
C. ever
D. often
18. “Would you like to watch TV or listen to the radio?” “________.”
A. Yes, I’d like to watch TV
B. No, I do not watch TV
C. Yes, to listen to the radio
D. I’d like to watch TV
19. “Tom has lunch at 12 o’clock.” “________.”
A. So do I
B. So have I
C. I have so
D. I do so
20. As time ________, his theory proved to be correct.
A. passes on
B. went by
C. went on
D. lasted
21. He did not ________ his promise to us.
A. carry away
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B. carry on
C. carry out
D. carry off
22. The college got some money by selling one of its ________ old pictures.
A. useful
B. helpful
C. usual
D. valuable
23. The first word of a sentence should ________ a capital letter.
A. begin with
B. start as
C. be filled with
D. be covered with
24. “Have you moved into the new house?”
“Not yet. The rooms ________.”
A. are being painted
B. are painting
C. are painted
D. are being paint
25. I’m very busy, so I can’t ________ that problem with you for the moment.
A. discuss
B. quarrel
C. answer
D. explain
26. ________was the population in China by the end of last year?
A. How much
B. What
C. How many
D. Which
27. We are ________ to know that the explorers are safe in the end.
A. relieved
B. disappointed
C. grateful
D. thoughtful
28. Walking on the moon is ________ walking on the earth.
A. not so easy as
B. more easy than
C. as easily as
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D. more easier than
29. He was so poor that he had ________ than one hundred dollars.
A. no less
B. not less
C. more
D. no more
30. The inspector advised the old lady not to stay ________ in the flat for a few nights.
A. lonely
B. single
C. on her own
D. of her own
31. Many people enjoy ________ their friends at Christmas time.
A. calling on
B. calling at
C. dropping in
D. calling for
32. The close ________ are not allowed to get married.
A. relations
B. relativities
C. relatives
D. relationships
33. It is much easier to talk about social change than ________
A. to bring it up
B. to bring it out
C. to bring it about
D. to bring it on
34. The teacher asked a difficult question, but finally Ted ________ a good answer.
A. came up to
B. came up with
C. came up for
D. came out of
35. We would rather not ________Mary because she is not a trustworthy person.
A. depend for
B. rely in
C. rely for
D. rely on
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专升本英语（二）复习题库（二）参考答案
1-5. BABAC
21-25. CDAAA

6-10. AABAC
11-15. DBABD
16-20. BADAB
26-30. BAADC
31-35. ACCBD
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专升本英语（二）复习题库（三）
I.

Vocabulary and Structure

Directions: There are 35 incomplete sentences in this part. For each one there are four
choices marked A. , B. , C. , and D. Choose the word or phrase that best completes the
meaning of the sentence. Then mark the corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet.
1. Students should not only learn facts, but also learn how to
A.look for
B.find out
C.find
D.look
2. The flowers smell ________ and look________.
A.good; beautiful
B.good; beautifully
C.well; beautiful
D.well; beautifully
3. Do you know when the plane will
A.take off
B.leave for
C.come up
D.go up

for Beijing?

4. Paul was by his uncle after his father died.
A.brought up
B.grown up
C.held up
D.put up
5. The song ________ by children.
A.is often sung
B.was often sung
C.sings
D.has often sung
6. All the information about our school ________ in the book.
A.have been
B.is
C.has
D.are
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facts.

7. He was born in the north, but
A.brought up
B.grew up
C.picked up
D.came up

in the south.

8. A car is many different parts.
A.made of
B.made from
C.made up of
D.made in
9. The workers were busy ________ new houses throughout the winter.
A.build
B.to build
C.building
D.built
10. If you have any questions, please
A.put out
B.put up
C.put on
D.put down

your hands.

11. Will you have________ cup of tea?
A.the other
B.other
C.an other
D.another
12. The number of teachers ________ never under 100 in this school.
A.is
B.are
C.been
D.be
13. It is five days ________ we came here.
A.when
B.before
C.as
D.since
14. Minghua is

good progress with his English.
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A.taking
B.making
C.having
D.getting
15. This is the man ________ last night.
A.whom I saw him
B.whom I saw
C.which I saw
D.who I saw him
16. The college got some money by selling one of its
A.useful
B.helpful
C.usual
D.valuable
17. If you want to see the play,
A.get down
B.put down
C.take down
D.copy down
18. The plane had already
A.taken down
B.taken off
C.taken away
D.taken up

old pictures.

your name on this piece of paper.

before we got to the airport.

19. Is this house large enough for us________?
A.living
B.living in
C.to live
D.to live in
20. These oil paintings are
A.rarely
B.sometimes
C.ever
D.often

found now, so they are of great value.

21. The thief the policeman and ran away.
A.broke out of
B.broke away from
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C.broke up with
D.broke off
22. Let’s go over________.
A.Lesson Third
B.the Lesson Third
C.the third lesson
D.Third Lesson
23. Will the of houses and land continue to increase?
A.worth
B.value
C.cost
D.importance
24. Don’t forget to
A.set side
B.put away
C.take away
D.put into

your things after you have finished your homework.

25. She was born in Japan but has now
A.fixed
B.stuck
C.settled
D.housed
26. During the rush hour they were
A.held on
B.held own
C.held off
D.held up

in the United States.

in the heavy traffic.

27. It’s getting dark. You’d better ________ stay here.
A.don’t
B.not to
C.not
D.to
28. Because of my poor English I’m afraid I can’t make myself ________.
A.understand
B.be understood
C.understood
D.understanding
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29. “Have you finished your report yet?”
“No, I’ll finish it in ________ ten minutes.”
A.another
B.other
C.more
D.less
30. Since the road is wet, ________last night.
A.it must have rained
B.it must rain
C.it must be raining
D.it must have been raining
31. The students dislike their teacher, for he is always
A.cruel for
B.critical on
C.hard on
D.harmful to
32. Many people enjoy
A.calling on
B.calling at
C.dropping in
D.calling for

them.

their friends at Christmas time.

33. She hasn’t much acting ability, but uses the stage as a chance to
A.show up
B.show off
C.show over
D.show out
34. I’ll tell you ________ he told me yesterday.
A.all which
B.all what
C.that all
D.all
35. Look, how perfectly that tie
A.do with
B.suits
C.matches
D.fits

his suit!
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专升本英语（二）复习题库（三）参考答案
1-5. BAAAA
21-25. BCBBC

6-10. BBCCB
11-15. DADBB
16-20. DBBDA
26-30. DCCAA
31-35. CABDC
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专升本英语（二）复习题库（四）
I.

Vocabulary and Structure

Directions: There are 35 incomplete sentences in this part. For each one there are four
choices marked A. , B. , C. , and D. Choose the word or phrase that best completes the
meaning of the sentence. Then mark the corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet.

1. “________have you visited the Great Wall?” “Twice.”
A.How soon
B.How often
C.How many times
D.How long
2. The film

about two hours.

A.keeps
B.lasts
C.goes
D.gets
3. I want ________ about the matter.
A.some informations
B.an information
C.some information
D.a information
4. Great changes ________ in China since 1978.
A.take the place
B.took the place of
C.have taken place
D.have been taken place
5. Children can

a lot from television.

A.look
B.learn
C.catch
D.teach
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6. I

my textbook at home. I had to go back for it.

A.had forgotten
B.had lost
C.had left
D.had missed
7. All the information about our school ________ in the book.
A.have been
B.is
C.has
D.are
8. Minghua is

good progress with his English.

A.taking
B.making
C.having
D.getting
9. A car is

many different parts.

A.made of
B.made from
C.made up of
D.made in
10. The river ________ to the east. It is the second longest river in the country.
A.runs
B.is running
C.run
D.ran
11. They may

the books for about two weeks.

A.borrow
B.lend
C.keep
D.have
12. The boy has to look after himself, because his parents ________ abroad.
A.are both
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B.both are
C.are all
D.all are
13. I

the little girl very clever.

A.hear
B.too bad
C.find
D.make
14. He raised the question of ________ they should show their passes.
A.what
B.if
C.whether
D.that
15. Chemical energy can

heat energy.

A.become into
B.grow up
C.be changed into
D.be covered with
16. Walt Disney’s dream

and he opened an amusement park at last.

A.came up
B.came true
C.came out
D.come on
17. Some people like to stay at home on Sundays, but ________ like to go to the cinema.
A.another
B.others
C.other
D.the other
18. He did not

his promise to us.

A.carry away
B.carry on
C.carry out
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D.carry off
19. “What will you ________ at six this evening?” “I’ll probably be having supper.”
A.do
B.doing
C.have
D.be doing
20. You couldn’t

any secrets for an hour in that little town.

A.keep
B.get
C.learn
D.hear
21. Girl students are much cleverer in our class than ________ in theirs.
A.this
B./
C.it
D.those
22. The lady looks pale. She ________ ill.
A.can be
B.must be
C.should be
D.has to be
23. Can you tell me ________ is the nearest way to the station?
A.what
B.if
C.which
D.that
24. He couldn’t help ________ when he heard the sad news.
A.to cry
B.crying
C.cried
D.cry
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25. Early in the morning we

on our journey.

A.set off
B.begin off
C.start off
D.get off
26. Hard work can often

a lack of intelligence.

A.make for
B.make at
C.make up for
D.make out at
27. The students dislike their teacher, for he is always
A.cruel for
B.critical on
C.hard on
D.harmful to
28. Since the road is wet, ________last night.
A.it must have rained
B.it must rain
C.it must be raining
D.it must have been raining
29. Our country is getting________.
A.strong and strong
B.more and more strong
C.stronger and stronger
D.more strong and more strong
30.

the fog, we should have reached Paris.

A.Because of
B.In spite of
C.In case of
D.But for
31. We’ve

our friendship for a long time.

A.kept on
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them.

B.kept up
C.kept out
D.kept up with
32. She hasn’t much acting ability, but uses the stage as a chance to
A.show up
B.show off
C.show over
D.show out
33. The doctor’s mistakes in judgment

the death of the patient.

A.resulted from
B.brought out
C.broke off
D.led to
34. ________was the population in China by the end of last year?
A.How much
B.What
C.How many
D.Which
35. The strong wind was

the broken window.

A.free from
B.ready for
C.sure of
D.responsible for
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专升本英语（二）复习题库（四）参考答案
1-5. CBCCB
21-25. DBCBA

6-10. CBBCA
11-15. CACCC
16-20. BBCDA
26-30. CCACD
31-35. BBDBD
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专升本英语（二）复习题库（五）
I.

Vocabulary and Structure

Directions: There are 35 incomplete sentences in this part. For each one there are four
choices marked A. , B. , C. , and D. Choose the word or phrase that best completes the
meaning of the sentence. Then mark the corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet.
1. When did you see her? What ________ then?
A.was she doing
B.did she do
C.is she doing
D.has she hone
2. Will you have________ cup of tea?
A.the other
B.other
C.an other
D.another
3. The baby often
A.wakes up
C.gets up

in the middle of the night.
B.brings up
D.picks up

4. A car is many different parts.
A.made of
B.made from
C.made up of
D.made in
5. He was born in the north, but in the south.
A.brought up
B.grew up
C.picked up
D.came up
6. They may
A.borrow
C.keep

the books for about two weeks.
B.lend
D.have

7. Rising costs make it hard to
A.carry on
B.go on
C.hold on
D.put on

the business.

8. The river ________ to the east. It is the second longest river in the country.
A.runs
B.is running
C.run
D.ran
9. We’re planning to
A.make

a garden party next Saturday night.
B.hold
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C.celebrate

D.gather

10. Li Ping’s father told him never to
A.give out
B.give up
C.give in
D.give back
11. The teacher
A.tried on
C.relied on

the study of English.

the picture and started to tell the story.
B.pointed at
D.put on

12. When we reached the office, the clock on the wall was
A.beating
B.hitting
C.striking
D.ringing

eight.

13. “Must we start the experiment now?” “No, you________.”
A.won’t
B.needn’t
C.can’t
D.may not
14. Tom had finished his work ________ his wife came back.
A.after
B.before
C.while
D.then
15. Great changes ________ in China since 1978.
A.take the place
B.took the place of
C.have taken place D.have been taken place
16. The money she spent more than 1000 dollars.
A.added
B.added to
C.added up
D.added up to
17. Usually carelessness to failure.
A.leads
B.happens
C.gets
D.agrees
18. My sister ________ by Grandma while my parents are away.
A.will be taken care
B.will take care of
C.will be taken care of
D.will be taken care
19. Joan is ________ sister.
A.Mary and Jack
B.Mary’s and Jack’s
C.Mary’s and Jack
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D.Mary and Jack’s
20. The thief the policeman and ran away.
A.broke out of
B.broke away from
C.broke up with
D.broke off
21. Girl students are much cleverer in our class than ________ in theirs.
A.this
B./
C.it
D.those
22. Last night a quarrel between two brothers in our neighborhood.
A.broke out
B.broke up
C.broke away
D.broke in
23. The experiment, though they had tried their best,
A.turned up
B.turned out
C.turned in
D.turned on

to be a failure.

24. “Alice couldn’t answer the question, could she?” “________.”
A.No, she couldn’t
B.No, she could
C.Yes, she couldn’t
D.Yes, she answers
25. Some people like to stay at home on Sundays, but ________ like to go to the cinema.
A.another
B.others
C.other
D.the other
26. Look, how perfectly that tie
A.do with
B.suits
C.matches
D.fits

his suit!

27. Alice isn’t the oldest girl in her class, but she is older than________.
A.any of the girls
B.any other girl
C.some the other girls
D.some of the other girls
28. If you William, ask him to come and see me.
A.have an idea of
B.catch sight of
C.think of
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D.find out
29. the fog, we should have reached Paris.
A.Because of
B.In spite of
C.In case of
D.But for
30. It’s getting dark. You’d better ________ stay here.
A.don’t
B.not to
C.not
D.to
31. It’s no
A.wonder
C.doubt

that you failed in the exam. You’re always being so careless.
B.trouble
D.matter

32. I’m a lot of experience in my job.
A.accepting
B.gaining
C.receiving
D.winning
33. “Have you finished your report yet?”
“No, I’ll finish it in ________ ten minutes.”
A.another
B.other
C.more
D.less
34. When hair is burned, it a terrible smell.
A.pushes off
B.takes out
C.keeps out
D.gives off
35. When John was sick, he couldn’t
A.find out
B.work up
C.concentrate on
D.look over

his homework.
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专升本英语（二）复习题库（五）参考答案
1-5. ADACB
21-25. DABAB

6-10. CAABB
11-15. BCBBC
16-20. DACDB
26-30. CDBDC
31-35. ABADC
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专升本英语（二）复习题库（六）
I.

Vocabulary and Structure

Directions: There are 35 incomplete sentences in this part. For each one there are four
choices marked A. , B. , C. , and D. Choose the word or phrase that best completes the
meaning of the sentence. Then mark the corresponding letter on the Answer Sheet.

1. Li Ping’s father told him never to the study of English.
A.give out
B.give up
C.give in
D.give back
2. Students should not only learn facts, but also learn how to
A.look for
B.find out
C.find
D.look
3. Will you have________ cup of tea?
A.the other
B.other
C.an other
D.another
4. Children can
A.look
C.catch

a lot from television.
B.learn
D.teach

5. The girl but could see nobody. She began to feel afraid.
A.looked after
B.looked for
C.looked around
D.looked at
6. Do you
A.accept
C.get

what I told you?
B.receive
D.agree

7. He doesn’t think I will get good marks, ________?
A.will I
B.won’t I
C.does he
D.will he
8. Minghua is
A.taking
C.having

good progress with his English.
B.making
D.getting

9. All the information about our school ________ in the book.
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facts.

A.have been
C.has
10. One should
A.take
C.keep

B.is
D.are
one’s promise.
B.do
D.support

11. ________is Christmas day.
A.Twenty-five of December
B.Twenty-fifth of December
C.The twenty-five of December
D.The twenty-fifth of December
12. Are you the boy ________ bicycle was stolen?
A.who his
B.of which the
C.his
D.whose
13. If you have any questions, please
A.put out
B.put up
C.put on
D.put down
14. Rising costs make it hard to
A.carry on
B.go on
C.hold on
D.put on

your hands.

the business.

15. The river ________ to the east. It is the second longest river in the country.
A.runs
B.is running
C.run
D.ran
16. There was ________ much noise ________ the speaker could not make himself
heard.
A.so; that
B.so; as
C.such; that
D.so; as to

17. “What will you ________ at six this evening?” “I’ll probably be having supper.”
A.do
B.doing
C.have
D.be doing
18. That bottle is made of________.
A.glass
B.glasses
C.the glass
D.a pair of glasses
19. The money she spent

more than 1000 dollars.
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A.added
C.added up

B.added to
D.added up to

20. Let’s go over________.
A.Lesson Third
B.the Lesson Third
C.the third lesson
D.Third Lesson
21. The college got some money by selling one of its
A.useful
B.helpful
C.usual
D.valuable

old pictures.

22. He couldn’t help ________ when he heard the sad news.
A.to cry
B.crying
C.cried
D.cry
23. Walt Disney’s dream and he opened an amusement park at last.
A.came up
B.came true
C.came out
D.come on
24. The thief the policeman and ran away.
A.broke out of
B.broke away from
C.broke up with
D.broke off
25. Police officers working on the murder have
A.asked
B.researched
C.questioned
D.demanded

hundreds of families.

26. If you William, ask him to come and see me.
A.have an idea of
B.catch sight of
C.think of
D.find out
27. Hard work can often a lack of intelligence.
A.make for
B.make at
C.make up for
D.make out at
28. It’s getting dark. You’d better ________ stay here.
A.don’t
B.not to
C.not
D.to
29. We’ll leave our school in________.
A.two year and a half
B.two years and a half
C.two and half a years
D.two and half a year
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30. The students dislike their teacher, for he is always
A.cruel for
B.critical on
C.hard on
D.harmful to

them.

31. ________was the population in China by the end of last year?
A.How much
B.What
C.How many
D.Which
32. ________work has been done to solve the problem.
A.Many
B.A great deal of
C.A great many
D.A large number of
33. It’s no
A.wonder
C.doubt

that you failed in the exam. You’re always being so careless.
B.trouble
D.matter

34. Since the road is wet, ________last night.
A.it must have rained
B.it must rain
C.it must be raining
D.it must have been raining
35. Alice isn’t the oldest girl in her class, but she is older than________.
A.any of the girls
B.any other girl
C.some the other girls
D.some of the other girls
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专升本英语（二）复习题库（六）参考答案
1-5. BBDBC
21-25. DBBBC

6-10. ACBBC
11-15. DDBAA
16-20. ADADC
26-30. BCCBC
31-35. BBAAD
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